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Smart Watch



Problem Statement.
Using an Excel based data set which calculates the optimal interest rate for a 

consumer based on future value of assets, create a consumer-friendly app that 
guides the consumer without being too complex



Problem Definition
Step 1. Who are the consumers using this product? 

What are their characteristics?



User Research
1. Worked with ethnographers hired to do in-depth interviews with 
mortgage customers on ideas about finance and home ownership

2. Worked with sales department to understand how financial 
decisions related to refinancing will impact customers

Because I did not have a background in finance, I focused on 
domain analysis, using research with customers and internal staff.

My newness to the domain helped me come up with 
novel ideas



User Persona

When consumers are considering whether to refinance 
their mortgage, how do they make that decision?



Concept Mapping

Aligning the data to the consumer research, it became evident 
that the ability to understand the mix of payments, interest rate, 

and closing costs needed to be understood

It is only worth paying for a lower interest rate with closing 
costs if you make enough payments over time;  in some cases 

a lower interest rate is best



Design Hypotheses
Consumers may want to refinance, but are unsure 
whether they should pay for a low interest rate, or get a 
higher interest rate, and are not able to see the long-
term financial impact of choosing one interest rate over 
another.

 By showing them what rate will result in the most 
financial savings over time, we can get more customers 
to chose higher rates when appropriate, particularly for 
consumers who plan to sell or refinance in a short time 
period



Early Designs. Testing 
Concepts



Refining Design



Refining Design



Conclusion After 
Research

Goal-based application too complex for phase 1. Focus 
on interest rate comparison

Having a goal-based application for phase 2 would be 
game-changing for the company, but needs more research



Final Design



Final Design



Customer Experience Design
Design interfaces that align to mortgage application 

process



Problem Statement.
How to design an experience the both supports the 

regulatory environment of the mortgage industry and helps 
customers through the mortgage application process



Business Problems
Current internal processes and systems are causing delays 
in time between customer application and closing the loan

Delays in the process caused credit rate lock expiration, 
requiring customers to get a different (often higher) interest 

rate

Customers not informed about the status of the 
mortgage application process, causing dissatisfaction



Defining User Roles and Information Needs

Because this project was data-intensive, it was important 
to understand the roles internal user took on to work on 

a mortgage application, and the information needed

This led to detailed information architecture work 
to understand information needs



Defining User Roles and Information Needs



User Research

Involved understanding internal employees who worked 
as document specialists, underwriters, and loan officers

Also involved understanding the mortgage application 
experience from the consumer perspective

The business also needed to understand the underlying 
systems used to support marketing, to improve customer 

acquisition, and understand how sales acted on leads



Marketing Processes

In my dialogs with business, it emerged that a need was 
understanding the connection of marketing to sales

From user interviews, I created a process flow 
document to create better shared understanding





User Research

Crafted personas based on user research for 
loan officers.



Understanding the Consumer 
Experience

What is the overall experience of a consumer as 
they apply and get approved for a loan?

To understand this, I did research that informed 
an overall user experience for consumers





User Research



There was an overall goal to understand how the consumer 
and internal roles interacted throughout the process

Because there were multiple internal systems, 
defining the backend processes were also important

Service Design



Service Design



Design Patterns to Define Interactions

Design patterns were created and refined to ensure 
consistent design standards were established



Design Patterns



Interfaces
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